Abstract -In our empirical works, we find that there exists the equivalency of the cumulative degree distribution and edge-cumulative distribution. Furthermore, we employ three network models of the recursive graphs, Sierpinksi networks and Apollonian networks to verify our conjecture: Both the cumulative degree distribution and the edge-cumulative distribution are equivalent to each other in deterministic network models. Keywords: scale-free network; recursive graph; Sierpinski network; Apollonian network
Introduction . -The study of complex networks is getting intensive. There are many scholars focusing on the formulation of complex network models. Complex systems consist of many constituents such as individuals, substrates, and companies in social, biological, and economic systems, respectively, showing cooperative phenomena between constituents through diverse interactions and adaptations to the pattern they create [1] . Watts and Strogatz [2] analyzed a model for disordered networks and showed that they behave like a small-world model even for relatively small values of a disorder parameter. The authors in literature [3] pointed out that algorithm performance is analyzed theoretically for parallelism and errors, and numerical simulation results are presented to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of distributed multiplicative Schwarz routing in achieving load balancing.
In [4] , the authors discussed an algorithm for finding the spanning trees with maximal leaves. The literature [5] introduced a network evolution process motivated by the network of citations in the scientific literature. In each iteration of the process a vertex is born and directed links are created from new vertex to a set of target vertices already in the network. To better understand the mechanism of power law formation in real world networks, explore and analyze the underlying mechanism based on vertex degree sequences of such networks [6] . In [7] , the authors proposed a simple maximum entropy process which provides the best representation of what are typical properties of scale-free networks, and furishes a standard against which real and algorithmically generated networks can be compared.
Power law distributions occur in many situations of scientific interest and have significant consequences for our understanding of natural and man-made phenomena. Unfortunately, the detection and characterization of power laws is complicated by the large fluctuations that occur in the tail of the distribution the part of the distribution representing large but rare events and by the difficulty of identifying the range over which power law behavior retains. Commonly used methods for analyzing power law data, such as least-squares fitting, can produce substantially inaccurate estimates of parameters for power law distributions, and even in cases where such methods return accurate answers they are still unsatisfactory because they give no indication of whether the data obey a power law at all [8] . Specifically, for one such site, the news aggregator, we show how a stochastic model distinguishes the effect of the increased visibility due to the network from how interested users are in the content. We find a wide range of interest, distinguishing stories primarily of interest to users in the network (nice interests) from those of more general interest to the user community. This distinction is useful for predicting a story's eventual popularity from users early reactions to the story [9] .
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In this paper, we discover that there exists the equivalency of the cumulative degree distribution and edgecumulative distribution. Furthermore, we list three classical and famous network models of the recursive graphs, Sierpinksi networks and Apollonian networks to verify our conjecture: Both the cumulative degree distribution and the edge-cumulative distribution are equivalent to each other in deterministic network models. Finally, we propose some directions for further research in order to provide guidance in our daily life.
Cumulative distributions. -The relationship between cumulative degree distribution and edge-cumulative distribution is indistinct and there is no way to know the connection. Currently, It exists two approaches to calculate cumulative degree distribution and edge-cumulative distribution. The cumulative degree distribution is defined as [10] , where N (t) denotes the total number of vertices at time step t, N (k ′ , t) represents the number of vertices which the degree greater than k at time step t. Some literatures are drew support from this statistical approach [11] [12] [13] . The edge-cumulative distribution is defined as [14] , where E(t) denotes the total number of edges at time step t, E(k ′ , t) stands for the number of edges which the degree greater than k at time step t. The distinction between cumulative distribution and edge-cumulative distribution is that the denominator of the expression stands for different implication. While P cum (k), P ecum (k) are applied to the total number of vertices and edges of the network, respectively. Besides, the numerator in a fraction also possess diverse messages in P cum (k) and P ecum (k), the former denotes the number of vertices with degree greater than k at time step t; the latter represent the number of edges with degree greater than k at time step t. Here k and k ′ are points of the discrete degree spectrum. Both of them can be regarded a criteria to illustrate the network with scale-free behavior. Furthermore, what connection exists between them? We conjecture that two distributions are equivalent to each other.
Testifying the equivalence of two cumulative distributions. -In order to validate the equivalence of cumulative degree distribution and edge-cumulative distribution, we introduce several classical scale-free network models to explain our conjecture.
Recursive graphs K(q, t). Now we apply an algorithm to illustrate the construction of recursive graphs. Some properties of recursive graphs K(q, t) have been discussed in [11] .
Let ∆ N v (t), ∆ N e (t) be the numbers of vertices and edges of K(q, t) created at time step t. According to the construction of recursive graphs K(q, t), it is easily to compute the values of ∆
, n e (t) represent the total numbers of vertices and edges at time
Operation. Add a new vertex for each of its existing subgraphs isomorphic to a q-clique and join it with all vertices of the subgraph. For example, at t = 1, add a new vertex and join it with all vertices of K(q, 0), which forms a (q + 1)-clique. Iteration. K(q, t) is obtained from K(q, t − 1) by adding for each of its existing subgraphs isomorphic to a q-clique a new vertex in order to form a (q + 1)-clique.
step t, respectively. Furthermore, we can compute the size and order of the recursive graph K(q, t) as follows
At time step t, the number of vertices of degree d = q, 2q, q 2 + 2q, . . . , q +
t−2 , (q + 1) t−3 , . . . , q + 1. We can find that the degree spectrum of the recursive graph K(q, t) is discrete. Other values of degree are absent. For the large K(q, t), we let the vertices of degree k was entered the network at time step τ , then we obtain k = q(
Plugging
into (2), we obtain
where
Connections Between Several Distributions of Scale-free Networks
By the above (3) and (4), we then obtain
ln q . Furthermore, it is not hard to see ln q . Also, notice that when t gets in large, the maximal degree of a vertex is roughly 
Sierpinski network model .
We use an algorithm to build up the Sierpinski network model, it was denoted as S(t) and the algorithm is named as S-algorithm. S(t) was exactly and particularly introduced in [12] . t−1 . Let s v (t), s e (t) be the total numbers of vertices and edges of the network S(t), respectively. It is easily to calculate the size and order of the Sierpinski network
Algorithm 2 S-algortihm
Initialization. S(0) consists of three vertices forming a triangle. Define a labelling f such that f (α) = 0 for each vertex α ∈ V (0), label f (β) = i for every vertex β ∈ V (i) \ V (i − 1). Fractal Operation. Do a fractal operation to each inner triangle uvw of its existing triangle without f (u) = f (v) = f (w). For instance, at t = 1, add a new triangle produces the second network. Iteration. S(t) can be obtained from the previuos S(t − 1) by doing a fractal operation to each inner triangle xyz of S(t − 1) without f (x) = f (y) = f (z) in order to form network S(t).
At time t, the degree spectrum of the Sierpinski network model S(t) is as:
We can observe that the degree spectrum of the network model is discrete. Other values of degree are absent. It is easily to obtain cumulative degree distribution of Sierpinski network model is given by
Plugging for τ = t + 1 − ln(k − 1)/ ln 3, we can get that
with γ S ≈ 2 + (ln 2/ ln 3). Now we calculate edge-cumulative distribution is given by
Similarly, we can obtain that
with γ S ≈ 2 + (ln 2/ ln 3). Notice that
e (i) = 3 · 6 τ + 12 3 · 6 t + 12 − 9 · 6 τ + 6 9 · 6 t + 6 = 90(6 t − 6 τ ) (3 · 6 t + 12)(9 · 6 t + 6)
as t is large enough namely, t > ln 8−ln ε ln 6 , with respect to t > τ > 0 and any real number ε > 0. So, we declare that P S cum (k) and P S ecum (k) are equivalent to each other. Also, notice that when t gets enough large, P S cum (k) and P S ecum (k) decrease to a power law distribution. By this means, we can discover that cumulative degree distribution and edge-cumulative distribution are both about to 6 · (k − 1) −[1+(ln 2/ ln 3)] . It indicates that P S cum (k) and P S ecum (k) import the same coefficient and power law exponent γ S , wtih γ S ≈ 2 + (ln 2/ ln 3). The edge-cumulative distribution illustrate the Sierpinski network model is scale-free from another aspect. It indicates that S(t) is scale-free network.
Apollonian network. Finally, we use an algorithm to rewrite the process of construction of high dimensional Apollonian networks. It have been discussed in literature [13] in detailed. In the iterative process for the construction of high-dimensional Apollonian network at each iteration, for each new hypersphere added, d + 1 new interstices are created in the associated Apollonian packing which will be filled in the next iteration. When building networks, we can say in equivalent words that for each new vertex added, d + 1 new d-simplices are generated in the network, into which vertices will be inserted in the next iteration. We denote the network model as A(t). The A-algorithm can be listed as follows t . The notation a v (t), a e (t) represent the total number of vertices and edges of Apollonian network model A(t). Then we can easily see that at time step t, the total number of vertices and edges of the Apollonian network A(t) can be computed as
The degree spectrum of the network model is discrete
Other values of degree are absent. According to the degree spectrum of the Apollonian network model, we can compute the cumulative degree distribution of Apollonian network model is given by
for large t, plugging τ = t + 1 − ln(d + 1)/ ln d into the above form
It means that the apollonian network is scale-free. Because the degree distribution follow the scaling law, with γ A ≈ 1 + ln(d+1) ln d . Now we introduce another statistic method, we calculate the edge cumulative degree distribution is given by
As t becomes large, plugging τ = t + 1 − ln(d + 1)/ ln d into the above form, we can obtain
On the basis of above analysis and sharply computation, we verify that both P 
when t gets large in other words, t > 1 + ln 8d−ln ε ln(d+1) , with respect to t > τ > 0 and arbitrary real number ε > 0.
The accurate value of the cumulative degree distribution have relation with the number of vertices, while the edge-cumulative distribution is connected with the number of edges. Even though we know the number of vertices and the number of edges always different. But the ratio of the number of vertices ia about to the ratio of the number of edges. Both of them approximate to k Conclusion. -We employ several classical and famous network models to verify our conjecture. We analyse connections between P cum (k) and P ecum (k), the former represents the ratio of the number of vertices, the latter stands for the ratio the number of edges, while both of them obey the same power law distribution when analyse the same deterministic network model. We didn't know whether exists other approaches for computing P cum (k) and P ecum (k) make it become more reasonable. We also find that even though the cumulative distribution and the edge-cumulative distribution approximate to the same power law exponent, while we can not find an expression to signify each other and only have an equivalence between them, which one is more easier and more efficient and more flexible to be applied in deterministic network model. This problem is required further elaborate and accurate analysis and numeration and even for need some real problems. We only choose the deterministic scale-free network model, this conclusion whether still proper when the network model is random scale-free networks? In that cases, the degree spectrum is obscure, while testifying the scale-free is a key point, also, a straitened circumstances. As a further step research, we can consider this situation.
